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hat a blast! We could not have asked for a more
beautiful fall day to spend at camp! The hayrides,
the pumpkins, the decorations, and the s’moresno one could ask for more festivity. We loved meeting some of
our new camp families and reuniting with our old! Everyone
made fun pumpkin faces, beautiful decoupage tiles, and we had
a great BBQ lunch and dessert. There is no better way to see the
beautiful autumn colors than by taking a hay ride with Johnny
or going on a camp tour. Of course, S’more’s are always great
to enjoy around the campfire, and brought us back to memories
of our Friday campfires in summer. This was the perfect day
to share our love of Lindenmere with new camp friends and
families, and the best part is, it means that summer 2016 is
getting closer and closer!

Then.Now.Always!

Dear kids, parents & family,

As I walked through camp at Fall
Foliage my memories of the summer
always helps me re-live those
incredible summer days when we
are all at camp. I walked from
the Stone Lodge envisioning
Free Play… in some ways the
best part of the day. I walked
between G4-G5 where I would see groups of
girls playing cards and I’d try to see what cards they had and
they would hide them from me. Walk a little further and see all
the G1, G2, G3 and G4 girls playing in front of their bunk…
Then gaga on my left, Craziness!!! Changing the Gaga rules to
make it “fairer” and putting kids in the penalty box… Walk by

MITCH’S
CORNER

the Rec Hall… It’s so quiet but then I would relive all the kids
on the stage… practicing…doing…helping each other. Then the
media center porch… senior campers conversing, kicking back,
rocking on the metal chairs…Then onto boys side… boys being
boys…but most importantly being good friends, close friends,
camp friends… laughing that special camp laugh. The freedom of
camp and the life that happens all summer long and with a good
imagination even in the fall and winter.
A good imagination is a gift and the
gift of seeing and feeling camp at
non-camp times is a beautiful gift.
I can’t wait until it all happens again
for real!!!
With Love,

Mitch
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ODIE, MONICA & AUSTIN

We cannot believe another beautiful summer has gone by, and all
we keep saying as we go back thinking of all the great memories
we made is WHAT AN AMAZING SUMMER IT WAS! Six
weeks filled with fun and excitement and days that went by too
fast.
It is always so wonderful for us to see each camper grow during
the summer. From the first day they come to camp feeling nervous
and overwhelmed and overcoming this, to then trying new
activities and making new friendships, to ending up not wanting
to leave this amazing place. It is also great to see the counselors
become and act as the best role models and mentors they can be.
And personally for us it is priceless to see our little guy Austin
growing in such a safe, fun, and nurturing environment, a place
that he is starting to relate with and starting to call it “My camp
house” . We can never thank you enough for all the love that
everyone showed to Austin this summer.
Every summer is unique and fun in a different way, with that
being said, this summer was a blast and we sure made some great
memories. Every day I was always looking forward to spending
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time with my girls in the bunk during rest hour, and then
hanging out again in front of girls’ side during free play chatting
to everyone and catching up on our day. Odie and I definitely
enjoyed teaching our minors as it is our way to have great fun
with you guys. I loved our second minor “Zumba” dance party
and I hope you girls did too. Odie enjoyed his legendary minor
“Ultimate with Odie” as well as his Home Run Derby Challenge
with the boys during free play, and his “buggy” rides with Austin
all around camp waving “hi” and giving high fives to everyone.
We are now very busy already planning for summer 2016! We
are reviewing everything we did this past summer and what fun
and new experiences we can bring for next summer. We miss
everyone tremendously and we hope that everyone is off to a
great school year. For now all we can do is hold on to all those
great memories we made until we can all be reunited at camp to
do it all over again!
Then Now Always,
Odie, Monica, and Austin
P.S. Austin says “Hi Everyone”

Then.Now.Always!
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We are so excited to welcome you into the Camp Lindenmere
family! We’ve already started counting down the days until the
start of summer 2016 because we can’t wait to share all the bunk
fun, our great majors and minors, cool evening activities, singing
and dancing with your new friends and making lasting memories
with you! Search by state to find the names of every new awesome
camper enrolled for summer 2016 as of 10/12/15 and there are so
many more to come!! This is going to be our best summer yet!
PENNSYLVANIA Sophie Bobrin is ready to join big brothers
Ethan and Gabe for summer 2016 and find out why they love camp
so much! Ryan Braker‘s sister Madelyn must have told him how
much she loves Lindenmere because there’s another Braker coming
our way session 1! Taylor Dixon is coming to camp with her big
sister Sydney so look for her at horseback riding 1st session! Stella
Resnick and Jordyn Segal can’t wait to spend time this summer
at the theater and circus! We don’t blame them! David Shaffer is
Sammy’s twin brother! It’s going to be awesome having the Shaffer
brothers together this summer! Ian Steiner will def be found on
either the baseball field, the tennis court or playing basketball at
the Lindendome! The Tupper twins are ready for camp! Hayden
Tupper is psyched for archery, fishing and ceramics and Sydney
Tupper can’t wait to go horseback riding and visit fashion design!

NEW JERSEY Ayana is sending her younger brother Rohan Amin
to camp this summer and we couldn’t be happier!! Alexa and Ava
Brodack can’t wait to cook up something yummy and then walk
into the wonderful world of arts and crafts! Brendan Cohen could
be mountain biking, zip lining or maybe in the theater...wherever he is
we know he’ll be having fun! Roshan Desai is ready to follow his
sister Seleena for the summer of his life! We can’t wait to meet him!
Ryan Duffy is coming to camp this year with his sister Shelby and
he looooooooves sports of all kinds! If you’re looking for Edward
Gorman you might be able to find him at skateboarding, ziplining
or cooking up something good! Adam Knobloch is ready to have
fun at Tech Theater and Rock Shop this summer and we can’t wait
to hang out with him! We’re psyched....Jeremy Reiss is probably
going to be spending his time at baseball, basketball and soccer!!
Austin and Chase Rosenblum are coming to camp!!! That
makes 4 Rosenblum boys at Camp Lindenmere...yes! yes! yes! yes!
The summer just got better when we found out that Andrew and
Alexis Rubenstein are signed up for 6 weeks! Julia Sandler
will be joining her big brother Noah for an awesome summer and we
can’t wait to find out what her favorite major will be!

NEW YORK We think Evan Baum will be spending a lot of
time in the theater and playing basketball....let’s see if we’re right!
Meredith Cort might be swinging back and forth between the
flying trapeze and the theater! You’ll probably find Jack Ciafardini
at rocketry, wacky science or maybe even at flying tapeze having the
time of his life this summer! William Elder will be joining the
elder Elder for summer 2016 and we’re so happy to have both William
and Jack with us! Julian Elfont makes 3 wonderful Elfont campers
at Lindenmere this year, hooray! Lily Goldman has watched her big
brother Oliver enjoy summers at Lindenmere and now she will be too!
Samuel Jones is eager to explore the wonders of the art building
and experience the joys of being in the theater this summer! We are
thrilled that Mia Kai will be sharing session 1 with big sis Maya in
2016! We’re sending out a big cheer for Hailey Kaplan because we
can’t wait to see what she does in the Gymnastics pavilion! Brooke
Lieber is all about having fun in the art building, the theater and the
dance studio at Lindenmere! Beside loving art, music and dancing...
we hear Sydnie Osder knows how to tell a good joke! It’s a family
affair...Roman Shirodkar is ready to play soccer, try his hand at
drawing and painting and explore with the outward bound campers!
We’re overjoyed he’ll be joining his sister Solenna and cousin Ava this
summer! Rijk Shupe is going to work up an appetite skateboarding
and mountain biking which works out well cause he’s interested in
cooking too! Hannah Steinberg we can’t wait to see you in your
element at horseback riding and know that you’ve found your summer
home! Caleb Tuckman might become our ziplining, horseback
riding, thespian super camper this summer! We welcome Noa’s twin
brother Benjamin Weiss with open arms and we can’t wait to see
what he loves most about camp! Brooke Werle loves to ride but
she may have found 2 other special places to spend time this summer...
the art building and the theater!
MARYLAND Leah Denton and her sister Cara will finally be
able to share special summer time experiences together during session
1! Riley Mahoney has heard all about her big sister Shauna’s
amazing summers with her camp friends and now it’s her turn to make
lasting memories! Emma White is ready to have the time of her life
at Lindenmere and will do it with her sister Jordyn by her side!
CONNECTICUT Joseph Bildner knows first hand that Camp
Lindenmere is the best...of course his big sister Kayla taught him that!
We can’t wait to meet you Zachary Goldberg and show you all
the wonderful things Lindenmere has to offer!!!

Then.Now.Always!
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Look Who Is Alreadyenrolle for 2016!
3rd Graders
Alexa B.
Emma W.
Julian E.
Ava B.
Benjamin W.
Leah D.
Noa W.
Riley M.
Roshan D.
Sydney T.

4th Graders
Alexis R.
Andrew R.
Austin R.
Brooke L.
Brooke W.
Drew S.
Eliza K.
Evan B.
Hailey K.
Hannah S.
Jack B.
Jake B.
Joseph B.
Julia S.
Lily G.
Noah K.
Rohan A.
Sam J.
Sophie B.
Taylor D.
Zachary G.

5th Graders
Bailey K.
Ben S.
Bram W.
Brooke P.
Caleb T.
Charlie S.
Charlotte S.
Chloe H.
Ely B.
Erin M.
Ethan E.
Gabe B.
Hayden T.
Jacob F.
Jordyn S.
Jordyn W.
Madeline N.
Marley A.
Matty S.
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Max M.
Maya F.
Meredith C.
Mia K.
Owen M.
Penelope S.
Ryan D.
Ryan S.
Stella R.
Sydney C.
Sydnie O.
Sylvie W.
William E.

6th Graders
Adam K.
Alexa R.
Aliza C.
Amelia B.
Anna M.
Ari K.
Ava E.
Ava Z.
Avery G.
Brendan C.
Brooke W.
Chase R.
Edward G.
Emmy S.
Hunter S.
Jake C.
Jay H.
Jeremy R.
Jesse G.
Joey S.
Kayla B.
Kylie T.
Liam M.
Lily S.
Lindsay S.
Logan H.
Madelyn B.
Mollie F.
Noah S.
Norah M.
Oliver G.
Polina L.
Rachel B.
Raleigh S.
Samantha B.
Samantha G.
Sara F.
Sarah C.
Savannah L.

Solenna S.
Sydney D.
Tali S.
Zack M.

7th Graders
Adam K.
Alexandra G.
Alexandra S.
Alyssa P.
Amanda O.
Andrew Z.
Ava K.
Ben K.
Brian M.
Camryn S.
Chloe G.
Daisy K.
David S.
Debby A.
Defne U.
Emily Z.
Ethan B.
Hailey A.
Hannah W.
Hope W.
Ian S.
Isabella S.
Jacob G.
Jacob K.
Jacob K.
Jared J.
Jordan S.
Kailey B.
Leah M.
Lily S.
Maeryn E.
Maggie I.
Maya K.
Mikayla A.
Norah K.
Rachel M.
Rijk S.
Riley P.
Roman S.
Rose G.
Sam S.
Samuel B.
Samuel S.
Sarah H.
Sarah L.
Scott K.
Shelby D.
Tegan K.

Trevor L.
Willow K.
Zoe G.

8th Graders

Abby B.
Adam K.
Alana T.
Alexandra M.
Anna R.
Benjamin P.
Brenna M.
Caleb S.
Cara D.
Connor M.
Courtney R.
Daniel A.
Danielle G.
Eli S.
Elijah F.
Emma K.
Ethan R.
Gabrielle D.
Gillian F.
Hannah T.
Harrison G.
Jack E.
Jack W.
Jane H.
Jared S.
Jenna K.
Jeremy W.
Jessie K.
Jocelyn M.
Jolie H.
Jules N.
Julia D.
Kailynn W.
Kathryn A.
Lily G.
Lulu H.
Mandy B.
Max B.
Meghan S.
Michael C.
Morgan L.
Natalie L.
Natasha R.
Olivia P.
Ryan B.
Samantha H.
Sarah M.
Sean G.
Sierra S.

Sophie D.
Steven M.
Sydney M.
Sylvi S.
Tallulah L.
Taya C.
Tess N.
Tommy K.
Vanessa F.
Will E.

9th Graders
Abby H.
Adam S.
Ashleigh O.
Bryan R.
Caroline K.
Charlotte B.
Danielle W.
David B.
Drew H.
Faith K.
Jack B.
Jack R.
Jacob K.
Jake M.
Jared T.
Jesse H.
Jessica B.
Joey Z.
Jolie Z.
Jonah S.
Jordyn F.
Jordyn G.
Josie S.
Juliana O.
Juliet P.
Kayla H.
Lily K.
Lucas H.
Madison L.
Max G.
Maya S.
Melanie W.
Michael A.
Millie S.
Philip L.
Rachael G.
Rachel P.
Sara J.
Shauna M.
Starr R.
Sydney S.
Tate O.
Tess F.
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10th Graders
Abby J.
Alex D.
Alexa K.
Alexis C.
Amanda N.
Amy H.
Annie E.
Bailey K.
Brandon N.
Brooke D.
Cailee O.
Charlotte W.
Danny C.
Dina S.
Eliza B.
Ellie S.
Emily W.
Ethan F.
Halle K.
Harley N.
Jack H.
Jared S.
Jessica K.
Jessica M.
Jill S.
Josh A.
Josie L.
Julia K.
Kate K.
Lauren R.
Lena B.
Logan S.
Luke W.
Madisyn M.
Max H.
Max S.
Melanie A.
Michael B.
Nate F.
Pierre T.
Portia H.
Quentin D.
Rachel B.
Ross R.
Sammie S.
Sarah R.
Simon T.
Sophia G.
Sophie B.
Spencer K.
Spencer S.
Taylor F.

Wesley G.
Will B.

11th Graders
Adam S.
Austin K.
Bruno B.
Dylan M.
Emily S.
Everett W.
Hannah L.
Isabel P.
Jack P.
Jack Z.
Jacob F.
Jake F.
Jake S.
Jared O.
Jennifer S.
Jesse R.
Jessica B.
Jordan H.
Josh K.
Lucas T.
Madison M.
Mason H.
Maxime B.
Maya S.
Nicholas G.
Rachel P.
Rebecca H.
Sam F.
Sam K.
Stephen B.
Tali S.
Zachary Y.
Zain A.

12th Graders
Abbie E.
Alexa D.
Angelina G.
Daniel B.
Daniel W.
Erica L.
Gavin A.
Kimberly H.
Kyle M.
Louis P.
Melissa Z.
Sara S.
Stephanie N.
Vanessa S.
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Hey everyone! Check
out some of
these great moment
s of summer
that you were able
to share with
your counselors! Ca
n you name all
the staff featured
on this page
and what position t
hey had?*

Kiwi
Nico
Alice
Logan

B

C
D

Jessie
Louisa
Tom/Diego
Maxi

E

F

page 7
*See answers on bottom of

Write the Name & Position below

G

A. ____________________

E. ____________________

B. ____________________

F. ____________________

C. ____________________

G. ____________________

D. ____________________

H. ____________________

Then.Now.Always!
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From Dara!

We are so excited to announce that Dara Foster-Storch has been promoted to Full-Time Assistant Director!
She will be handling camper recruitment, speaking with families, tours and home visits. Dara’s last four
summers have been spent as our Program Director, giving her an extensive knowledge of the Lindenmere
program. Dara’s three kids have also been at Lindenmere for the past four years, so she knows what it is like
to be a parent of a Lindenmere camper. She has been involved in all aspects of camp, and really understands
what it is all about and the importance of it for children. She has the ideal balance of enthusiasm and care
which will make for a great addition to the year round team of Lindenmere. We know that all of the skills
that she has learned over the years are going to continue to keep Lindenmere a happy and healthy camp!

Summer Memories
from Elliott and Kat

Wow what a fantastic summer!! Each summer is filled with such
anticipation and excitement that makes every year the best yet. This
summer we had an amazing time on boys side and some of my favorite
highlights were the new and improved lip sync and dance routines
for evening activities, creatively themed float or float or sink water
crafts, campus free play where everyone was having fun, and one of
my ultimate favorites was the improved boys side chants where girls
side may have finally met their match.
Whilst we have a huge amount of fun without our parents, visiting
days are definitely a highlight of the summer. It is great to see so many
boys performing in different shows and showing their parents project’s
they have been working on throughout the summer. It’s heartwarming
to see the smiles on our campers as they share their summer home with
such great pride to their family and friends. We create such a special
environment at camp and to have parents, families and friends get the
chance to experience our community I am truly grateful.
As Mitch has written previously, when the campers leave it is far
too quiet however the anticipation for the next summer is only just
beginning!!
See you soon Boys side!!
Elliott “E Dog” Roberts
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Hey there Lindenmere!
I hope everyone is doing well and starting to enjoy the change of season!
Growing up in Missouri, fall was always my favorite. I never thought
that would change but the past few years I have noticed now something
just doesn’t quite do it for me this time of year. It isn’t that I am now
in Florida and no longer experience the brisk atmosphere or piles of
leaves, but it is more of the fact that it directly follows the highlight of
my year-SUMMER & CAMP! Everything seems too quiet and less fun.
I already miss being around all of our wonderful campers and staff and
waking up each morning wondering what kind of memories I am going
to make that day. It was such an amazing summer, definitely my favorite
so far, and I have all of you to thank for that! It would not have been
made possible without your dining hall cheers (especially girls’ side
pride), liveliness at daily and evening activities, enthusiasm for learning
new things, and sense of family that I get from every single person we
have at camp. I am so lucky to be a part of such a magnificent place!
These months feel so long waiting to see autumn into winter, winter into
spring until finally, the best time of the year will come again. I’m already
counting the days down until we’re all back together to make matching
Tshirts, play games during freeplay, sign up for a minor together, judge
things like Miss Lindenmere and Color War, take trips to the Lakehouse,
dance at every meal, find ourselves singing in the rain, and having the
time of our lives. I hope to see everyone at our off season events, but
mostly, I hope to see everyone back at our summer home for 2016.
Then. Now. Always!
Love,
Kat Sweeney

Then.Now.Always!
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Spirit of Lindenmere
Each summer we come together to have the time of our lives.
We pledge to make the most out of each day, try new activities,
overcome fears, reach goals, create new friends, build on old
friendships, and make memories that will last a life time.
Lindenmere has something special; a spirit that is like nothing
else in the world. Our spirit days, surprise meals, cheering,
dancing, and who can forget color war, which are all bundled
in the most supportive environment possible.
The spirit that we all possess makes such a big impact in
our time at camp. It’s the fun outfits that we work together
to create that we remember. Who did you twin with? What
super hero were you? Did you dress up as an animal? Show
your countries pride on nations day? Tye dye day was great to
showcase what you had made all summer. Girls did you rock
a mustache, and boys a tutu? In the moment dressing up might
not seem like a big deal but looking back- how much fun did
we have and what great memories we made that will always
be with us.
There was definitely something in the air at every meal this
summer. I think all of the head staff will agree that the cheering
was just EPIC! The constant back and forth cheering is still
ringing in our ears and it brings the biggest smile to our faces.
YES YES YES! DA DA DA DA DA DA DAAAA, Girl
Sideeee Boys Sideeeeee! Let’s not forget to mention all of
your sweet dance moves, the wobble, the whip, and all those
free stylin’ moves. Campers it is safe to say you might have
caught on to when we are having a surprise meal- HOWEVER
you havn’t figured out what we are having. The cooks work so
hard and the meals are extra delicious, mixed with decorations
and music which always takes the meal to the next level.

As we embark on the start of our fall, winter, and spring
months with no camp, remember this spirit. This is the spirit
that brings us all back together. The songs we sang, the projects
we made, the friendships that were formed, the goals we met,
the games we played, the sunsets we watched, the memories
that were made and the family that was formed all because the
spirit of Lindenmere. Hold on to it tight, and before you know
it we will be living the spirit of Summer 2016. Let the spirit
live within you Then.Now Always!

A.) Alice-Dance B.) Kiwi-Outdoor Adventure C.) Logan-Hockey D.) Louisa-Circus
E.) Tom/Diego-Soccer F.) Nico-Tennis G.) Maxi-Stained Glass H.) Jessie-Yoga & Aerobics

Name that
Counselor Answers

This year we took color war to the next level. How could we
not, after all we were celebrating Lindenmere’s 80th year. The
“Color War Clue Chart” filled with real clues and fake clues,
the moving question mark, the fake outs all leading up to the
special delivery of your invitation to the party of the year;
BREAKOUT! We once again showed our spirit decked out
in blue and white, walked into the excitingly decorated dining
hall, danced to party music and anxiously awaited what was
going to happen and most importantly what was in the box!
It was that time, we ate our cake and with the help of odie we
opened the present- FAKE OUT! We had you good! We carried
on with the meal and when it was time for the announcements
we realized we never read a birthday card- and with that we all
took a deep breath as the DLS came busting in dancing to the
music on their headphones. THE PARTY IS NOT OVER!!!
We all made our way to the rec hall and had our very own
Silent Disco. A few times I took my headphones off and loved
hearing you all sing along to the music perfectly. Before we
knew it the GLOWBOTS came out, got the all the campers
and counselors revved up, and they helped us call out our
generals and throw the packets! COLOR WAR 2015 broke out
and way better way to commemorate the 80th summer than
with Blue Modern Day, White Golden Age.

Then.Now.Always!
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Then.Now.Always!
163 Lindenmere Lane
Henryville, PA 18332

Summer Office:
939 Clint Moore Rd.
Boca Raton, Florida 33487

Winter Office:

Important Dates - 2016
full season
June 26 – August 7

spring picnic & BBQ
Saturday, June 11, 2016

Session one
session: June 26 – July 17
July 16

AS OF
15
NOV. 11, 20

visiting day:

DAYS
ONLY 228
MP!
UNTIL CA

Session two
session: July 17 – August 7
August 6
visiting day:

Then.Now.Always!

